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Week of 29th June 2020 

What’s on our mind this week? 

Chinese tourists remain cautious while the rest of the economy is in recovery 

As we see many Western countries gearing up for the summer holidays with little regard 

for social distancing, the recent bank holidays in China have painted a very different 

picture of tourism recovery in Asia. Last week was the Dragon Boat Festival holiday, a 

three-day break during which China recorded 48.8 million domestic visitors, a 49% decline 

YoY. This compares to a decline of 41% YoY for the May 1 holiday. So far this year the 

total domestic tourism income has declined by 69% YoY to RMB 12.3bn (USD 1.7bn). The 

magnitude of decline is also slightly higher than it was after the May 1st holiday with 60% 

YoY decline then. This is likely due to a spike in coronavirus cases in Beijing just before 

the holiday which made many err on the side of caution. It may also be useful to 

remember that attendance at scenic spots is currently capped at 30% of capacity.  

Looking at other macro data, China’s economy appears to be rapidly recovering from its 

downturn. Activity in most sectors had returned above 2019 levels by May and economists 

assume that GDP growth has turned positive in YoY terms in Q2 2020. The recovery in 

industrial output has been most pronounced among private firms which some explain by 

the Covid related trade of medical supplies and work-from-home equipment which 

surged internationally in the recent months. 

—————————————————————————————————— 

Vedanta, the often-troubled Indian company, attempts a restructuration  

If there is one name in Asian HY that encapsulates market volatility, it is Vedanta. The 

Indian mining giant has had a love/hate relationship with global investors since the issue 

of its first USD bond in 2004 and, just like the proverbial cat with nine lives, it has seen 

many scrapes with death only to rebound back to life and investor approval. Take the 

Vedanta 7.125% 2023 bond for example, issued in 2013 and the oldest dollar bond still 

trading, it has seen its cash price fall below 50 twice during its life, each time rebounding 

sharply when market confidence returned. Today Vedanta is the largest non-Chinese  
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corporate issuer in the Asia HY Index, and whether you are a Vedantaphile or 

Vedantaphobe it is never a name you can afford to ignore. 

The key reason for this volatile market perception on Vedanta’s credit is the structure of 

the company. On a consolidated basis Vedanta is a vast mining operator with global scale 

operations in Zinc, Aluminum, Copper, and Iron ore as well as accounting for 25% of 

India’s oil and gas production. As of the end of March 2020 the company had total assets 

of USD 25bn. Although the company will clearly face strong headwinds due to falling 

global commodity demand on the back of the COVID-19 virus, latest consolidated credit 

ratios are clearly still not yet at a distressed levels with consolidated Net Debt/EBITDA as 

of March 2020 at ~3.3x.  

However, in the case of Vedanta, consolidated ratios remain highly misleading. The 

majority of the issuer’s dollar debt sits at its holding company Vedanta Resources Ltd level 

while most of the assets, cash liquidity and indeed earnings remains within its c50.1% 

owned Indian listed subsidiary Vedanta Ltd. Servicing Vedanta’s USD debt has been 

historically based on the perception of dividend upstreaming which, during good market 

conditions, has not been questioned and therefore allowed Vedanta Resources to simply 

roll its dollar obligations as they come due. During the global economic crisis, however, 

internal group cashflow has become highly questionable and while Vedanta could 

potentially tap large reserves of cash at its operating subsidiaries, this would be at the 

cost of massive dividend leakage and value destruction for creditors. It is for this very 

reason that Vedanta dollar bonds are rated B-, two notches below the company’s B+ 

rating by S&P and after multiple recent downgrades which caused the bond price to 

collapse in March. 

This situation could be about to change. On May 12th 2020 Vedanta Ltd’s owners 

announced an audacious plan to privatise its Indian operations. After two years of falling 

stock price, it appears that its management has had enough and offered to buy out the 

49.9% of Vedanta Ltd owned by Indian equity investors. While normally such a move 

would send panic among credit investors, in Vedanta’s case this may be an important 

answer to its problems. Removing external investors in the listed entity would streamline 

the balance sheet, remove massive structural subordination and, most importantly, give 

Vedanta bondholders direct access to the group’s main cash generating entities. It is not 

surprising that the bonds rallied almost 40pts following the news. 
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It is certainly not a done deal as questions remain as to the final take-out price, how 

Vedanta Resources will finance the stake and the ultimate impact on the consolidated 

leverage. Nevertheless, the bonds got a further boost last week after equity investors 

approved the takeover. While we believe volatility on Vedanta bonds is unlikely to ever 

disappear fully, this will be an important step towards stabilizing the structure, balance 

sheet and ultimately market perception on the credit. 

———————————————————————————————————— 
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